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REMARKS

The Office Action of March 7, 2005 has been reviewed and the corrments the ein were

carefully considered. Claims 1 ,
3-16, 1 8-32, 34-40, 42-45, and 48 are pendin; .

in this ap Dlication.

Claims 2, 17, 33, 41 and 46-47 are canceled. Claims 1, 4, 10, 12-16 ai; rejected as being

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03(a) over U.S. PatentNo. 6,195,004 to Leone wich ("Le< nowich")

in view ofU.S. PatentNo. 5,797,1 25 to Hirohama ("Hirohama"). Claims 33 ar i 48 were i ejected as

being unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 1 03(a) over Leonowich in view ofU.S. I atent No. «i,404,442

to Hilpert ("Hilpert"). Claims 2-3, 6-9, 11, 17-31, 34-35, 38, 42-46 weu rejected as being

unpatentable under 35 U.S.C § 103(a) over Leonowich in view of Hiroharra in furth«r view of

Hilpert. Claims 5, 32, 36-37 and39-41 were objected to as depending from rej. cted claim? but were

deemed allowable if rewritten in independent form to include the base .imitations and any

intervening limitations. Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection ofthe pe tiding claii ns in 1 ight

of the above amendments and the following remarks.

Canceled Claims

Claims 2, 17, 33, 41, 46 and 47 are canceled. Accordingly, the rejec aon of any canceled

claim is considered moot. In the instances where features of the canceltd claims lave been

incorporated into a base claim, the rejection ofthe canceled claim will be addi assed with respect to

the base claim.

Amended Claims

Claims 1,16 and 42 were amended to incorporate limitations of clai ns that deaend from

them. Claim 34 was rewritten in independent form to include the limitations of the bas<: claim 33.
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Claim 48 has been amended. Support for the amendment is at least four d on parag raphs 26-

30 ofthe application as filed, thus no new matter has been added.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103 - Leonowich & Hirohama

Independent claims 1 and 16 have been amended to recite limitations • »f dependent claims

2 and 17, respectively. Accordingly, the rejection of claims 1 and 16, along v ith any rejscted

claims depending from claims 1 and 16 will be addressed below.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. S103 - Leonowich & Hi.perJ

Claim 33 has been canceled, thus mooting the rejection ofclaim 33.

Claim 48 has been amended. Applicants respectfully submit the coml .ination of

Leonowich and Hilpert, alone or in combination with any other reference of r scord, fail: to

disclose, suggest or teach all the limitations ofamended claim 48. According ly, claim £ 8 is

believed to be in condition for allowance and notification ofsame is respectfi lly reques «d.

Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C S103 - Leonowich & Hirohama & Hilpert

Claims 2-3, 6-9, 1 1, 17-31, 34-35, 38 and 42-46 were rejected as beii g unpatentable over

Leonowich in view of Hirohama in further view of Hilpert. Claim 1 has beet amended to include

the limitations previously recited in claim 2, thus the rejection of claim 2 w 11 be addressed with

respect to claim 1 . Similarly, claim 16 was amended to include the limitation ? recited ir claim 17,

thus the rejection of claim 17 will be addressed with respect to claim 16.

Before addressing the substance of the rejection, the Applicants woul d like to n spectfully

remind the Examiner that aprimafacie 103 rejection requires a showing ofth -ee things: disclosure

ofall the limitations; some expectation of success, and motivation to combine See MPE! ' 706.02(j)

("To establish aprimafacie case ofobviousness, three basic criteria must be i let. First, there must
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be some suggestion or motivation, either in the references themselves or in the 1 nowledge generally

available to one of ordinary skill in the art, to modify the reference or to combine reference

teachings. Second, there must be a reasonable expectation of success, f nird], the prior art

reference[s] ... must teach or suggest all the claim limitations."). Regardirg the mot vation to

combine, it is improper to create this motivation based on the Applicant' s disclc sure rather thanwhat

is known in the referenced teachings. Regarding the disclosure of all the cl. im limhai ions, it is

insufficient to suggest that something disclosed in a reference teachingmay be nodified tt • reach the

present invention because this necessarily means the reference did not disclose he limitati an. These

types of arguments indicate the rejection is based on improper hindsight reco istruction cautioned

against by the US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. See In re Deuel 51 F.3d 1 552, 1 558

(Fed. Cir. 1995) (reversing a Board of Appeals rejection of a claim for obv: ousness because the

rejection was based on speculation and improper hindsight construction withoi t a proper s howing of

motivation in the cited references)

Turning to the merits ofthe rejection ofindependent claim 1 , the Offj> * Action ? dmits that

Leonowicb fails to disclose "prioritizing . . . based on at least one context valu :." Applic ants agree

that Leonowich fails to disclose, suggest or teach such a feature. The Of) ice Actior suggests,

however, that this deficiency is corrected by the addition ofHirohama. The Of ice ActioD appears to

be suggesting that this feature is inherently found in Hirohama because it teac ies a mobi e terminal

that "responds according to its location relative to different guide areas aci also the languages

needed by the individual users."

Assuming for purpose ofdiscussion that the Office Action is correct, tl is does not correct the

deficiency in Leonowich. Hirohama teaches a mobile device with an infra ed receivt r that may

• receive a single signal from a booth to indicate which booth the user is in and t lis signal i lay initiate
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a prerecorded message stored within the mobile terminal that is related to the b< oth. (Hire hama, C.

3, L. 1 - C. 4, L. 21). Hiroshima simply does not disclose anything related to " irioritizirn. . .
.
based

on at least one context value." Prioritizing requires the plurality ofmessage re jeived, as -ecited in

claim 1, to be ordered in some manner. Hirohama receives a message and r sponds ac :ordingly

based on a user preference; therefore Hirohama has no need to prioritize, tor does Hirohama

actually discuss any type of prioritizing. Therefore, Hirohama cannot be fairl / read to c jrrect the

deficiency in Leonowich.

Furthermore, there is no motivation to modify Leonowich to provide ar y priority i a the first

place. Leonowich provides an indication when an activity happens, such as the iishwashe finishing

a wash cycle or the garage door opening. Iftwo activities happen, the userwou d want to I « notified

ofboth activities and there is no suggestion in Leonowich or any other referenc ; ofrecord otherthan

the Applicant's disclosure, that these notifications could be somehow priorit zed. Theiefore.. the

combination of Leonowich and Hiroshima is improper and, even if proper, fails to disclose: the

"prioritizing . . . based on at least one context value" as recited in independen claim 1

.

Assuming they can be combined, the Office Action admits that the comb natioi of

Leonowich and Hirohama fails to disclose the "receiving a plurality ofmessages from at leasl one

message source, each message associated with at least one associated auditor> icon and £ t least one

associated visual icon" as recited in claim 1 . Applicants agree that the combin ition fails i o disclose,

suggest or teach "receiving a plurality ofmessages from at least one message ource, eac h message

associated with at least one associated auditory icon and at least one associatec visual icoi i." Indeed,

neither Leonowich nor Hirohame include a display. Office Action suggests, towever, t lat Hilpert

corrects this deficiency because "sounds are projected or rendered in space su rounding 1
1
computer
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system to provide information concerning various aspects ofinformation displa /ed on the ;omputer

system display screen."

Assuming the Office Action is correct, this still fails to disclose the imitation :ecited in

independent claim 1 . As a logical matter, Applicants fail to see how the pro ection of
;

wunds in

space to represent images on a graphical display can be equated with "receiving a plurality of

messages from at least one message source, each message associated with at east one sssociated

auditory icon and at least one associated visual icon" as recited in claim 1 . In addition, the Office

Action has not pointed to any part ofHilpert as disclosing "receiving a plurality ofmessag is from at

least one message source, each message associated with at least one associated auditory i<;on and at

least one associated visual icon " Thus, the Office Action has not providec any support foe its

contention that Hilpert somehow corrects the deficiency in Leonowich and H rohama.

Nor is there any motivation to combine these three references. The OJ flee Action suggests

that the motivation for combining Hilpert with Leonowich and Hirohama is "i d aid the Leonowich

user in responding to the 'messages' that are transmitted to device 42." This reasoning is, at best,

improper hindsight based motivation. First, there is nothing in any ofthe rel srences th it actually

discloses the motivation that the Office Action has put forth. If the Examint r disagree i with this

point, the Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner point out the local on ofthe ;
upportfor

this motivation. Nor does the teaching ofHilpert actually provide any aid to th 2 user ofL aonowich.

Leonowich provides notification with unique sounds when an activity takes pi ice. There is nothing

in Leonowich or Hilpert or any of the references of record that suggest a dis; ilay would somehow

help this process. A unique audible alert that the activity has taken place is ill that is needed. In

addition, Leonowich expressly explains that visual icons are unsuitable:
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The same benefit cannot be obtained in a visual indicator environmen because i n

operator has to repeatedly focus attention on a device to look for an in lication of a

completed task, Also, visual indicators are rendered useless once the op :rator leav. ;s

the room containing the indicator.

(Leonowich, C. 1 , L. 36-4 1). Thus, the Office Action's alleged motivation is ir direct cor flict with

what the references teach and this suggested motivation plainly cannot be fou: id in Leon iwich.

In summary, no proper motivation exists to combine the references. E 'en ifthe r sferences

were somehow combinable, they still do not disclose all the features of irdependenl claim 1.

Accordingly, Applicants respectfully submit that the Office Action has no provided adequate

support for aprimafacie case ofobviousness with regard to claim 1

.

Claims 3-4 and 6-1 5 depend from claim 1 and are non-obvious for at les stthe abo^e reasons

and for the additional limitations recited therein. For example, claim 3 recites '
displaying the visual

icon using a display format that is enlarged in relation to other icons in the c isplay." 1 he Office

Action suggests that the first icon in Hilpert could be enlarged simply by its static spe ,-ificauon.

Thus, the Office Action is admitting that Hilpert does not actually disc .ose this imitation.

Speculation as to what is possible does not support a prima facie case ofobv ousness. . fee MPEP

706.02(j) ("To establish a prima facie case of obviousness, three basic crit. ria must 1« me t. ..

[Third], the prior art reference[s] . . . must teach or suggest all the claim limit itions.")

All other pending claims rejected by the above combination recite a feature similar to the

limitation discussed above with respect to independent claim 1 and therefore, or at least he reasons

discussed with regard to claim 1 , the remaining pending claims are non-obvio is over the references

of record.

Accordingly, withdrawal of this ground of rejection is respectfully re mested.
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Claim Objections:

Claims 5, 32, 36-37 and 39-4 1 are objected to as being dependentupon a rejected ba se clajn,

but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all ofthe lin itations ol the base

claim and any intervening claims. While agreeing that these claims are allowable, for th >
reasons

stated above, the Applicant believes that all of the pending claims are in condi ion for all awanoe.

CONCLUSION

The Applicant respectfully submits that the instant application is in con. ition for a lowance.

Should the Examiner believe that a conversation with AppUcant' s representati\ s would be useful in

the prosecution of this case, the Examiner is invited and encouraged o call Applicant's

representative.

Date: August 8, 2005

Respectfully subi utted,

Charles L. Miffei

Registration No. 43,805

Banner & Witc dff, Ltd.

10 South Wacke: Drive

Suite 3000

Chicago, Illinois 60606

Telephone: 312 463-5000

Facsimile: 312-463-5001

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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